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The Screaming Staircase
Author:
Jonathan Stroud
Reading Level: Grades 4 - 8
England has always had ghosts, but ever since The Problem began hauntings have become more frequent and much more
dangerous, with ghosts being able to kill people with a touch. Most people are born with the ability to sense ghosts, but they

lose this skill when they reach adulthood so now children are employed to watch for and hunt ghosts under the supervision
of an adult leader.Thirteen-year-old Lucy, who can hear ghosts, joins the rogue pair of ghost hunters known as Lockwood
& Co. which has no adult in charge. Needless to say, nobody is terribly surprised when she and Lockwood accidentally
burn down a house on one of her first missions. This new supernatural adventure series by the author of the the Bartemaeus
books will leave the reader hoping book two comes out soon.
Check availability of this book
More books by Jonathan Stroud

Absent
Author:
Katie Williams
Reading Level: Grades 6 - 8
One minute Paige is up on the school roof getting ready to test her egg drop experiment and the next she is waking up a
ghost in the basement of the school. Luckily there are two other dead students, Evan and Brooke to keep her company, but
she can't stand that everyone alive at the school, including her best friend, is insisting that she killed herself. How can she
clear her name when nobody knows she is there and she can't even leave school property?
Check availability of this book
More books by Katie Williams

The Wrap-Up List
Author:
Steven Arntson
Reading Level: Grades 6 - 8
Gabriella is having a perfectly normal day, until she receives a letter from her Death, Hercule, informing her that she has
been chosen for Departure. Now she has one week to wrap things up with her friends and family and to try to figure out
what will force Hercule to give her a Pardon before he comes and makes her disappear.
Check availability of this book
More books by Steven Arntson

Graveyard Shift
Author:
Chirs Westwood
Reading Level: Grades 4 - 6
Ben Harvester meets a strange old man in a graveyard one day, and again at his aunt's funeral in another town, and again on
the street by his house, where the man performs a very strange quick change act. Then, on his first day in his new school he
sees two burned children holding the hand of a burned man at the back of the classroom and he hears scratching from an
empty classroom and finds the words, "Welcome to Pandemonium, Ben." written on the blackboard. And things only get
odder from there as he is drawn into the world of ghosts, demons and lost souls.
Check availability of this book
More books by Chris Westwood

Fang Girl
Author:
Helen Keeble
Reading Level: Grades 6 and up
Xanthe Jane (don't call her Xanthe) has always loved vampires, as stories, but she knows they aren't real. Then one night
she is woken up by a cellphone playing the theme from Dracula and discovers that she is in a coffin, in her grave, and her
vampire sire is exhuming her. When her sire is chased off before she can finish digging Jane up, Jane is left to figure out
how she could be a vampire when she's never been bitten and what is she supposed to do now, in this tongue-in-cheek
vampire novel.
Check availability of this book
More books by Helen Keeble
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